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ABSTRACT 
Selecting the right ponfolio is one of the problems to fund managers, investors, 
individual or institutional investors, Some authors introduced portfolio models to 
solve the portfolio problem such as Markowitz, Fishbum, Konno and Yamazaki, 
Joﬁon and Young. The model introduced by the authors did not consider fuzzy 
number in their model‘ The ponfulio pmblem arises due to the uncenaimy in stock 
market investment. Therefore, some scholars are seeking a new way to solve 
uncenainty of stock market investmenL The fuzzy approach is the suitable approach 
to solve the portfolio problem, The scholars that considered the fuzzy approach are 
Katagiri and Ishii, Inuiguichi and Tanino, Tanaka ct a1., Verchcr at al. and Mohamed. 
in this study, we refer the extended mean-variance as a controller for our analysis 
purpose The problem of the ex‘cndcd mean-variance model is the model assumed 
that the return distribution is normally distributed and the covariance is not in fuzzy 
numbers. Hence, the objective of this study is to determine the behaviour retum data 
distribution and to improve the extended mean-variance model by considering the 
acmal return distribution and fuzzy covariance. It is found the return distribution of 
the stock market is skewed ‘hat is not normaL Thus, the appropriate central tendency 
to measure the skewed return distribution in the fuzzy situation is represented by the 
mode. Then, the centroid was used to determine the covariance in the extended mean- 
variance model since the covariance has a relationship with the asset return. The data 
corresponds to monthly price from February 1998 until December 2011 were 
considered and analyzed it to me non ﬁnancial sector ponfolio in Bursa Malaysia. 
Then‘ the effectiveness of our proposed model was compared with other fuzzy 
portfolio model than is VBS fuzzy model and extended mean-variance model. This 
study will give ‘he true picture of the relationship between fuzzy return and 
covariance Besides that, the application of fuzzy approach in selecting the portfolio is 
expected to provide useful model to the investor. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
One of the major advances in ﬁnancial market over (he last few decades is the 
introduction of portfolio theory‘ Portfolios emerge as early as 1920 before the 
presence of ponfolio theory (Gordon, 2005), Ruiz and Suarez (2010) deﬁned a 
portfolio as a collection of various ﬁnancial assets and sccurmes such as shares, 
bonds. smcks, debt investment, mutual fund. and cash equivalent held by institutions 
or individual. Lian and Li (2010) deﬁned a portfolio as a particular combination of 
assets in ques‘ion. According m Lambovska and Marchev (2011) investmem portfolio 
is a combination of securities owned by a given investor meanwhile Vercher et al‘ 
(2012) deﬁned a portfolio as a collection of inves‘ments held by an institution or 
private individual. The desire of the most investors was to obmin a higher proﬁt stock 
and buy ix at the lower price (Alan, 2010)‘ 
The investors are considering the stock prices only at the price they think is 
the lowest, However, the development ofthe portfolio theory was not introduced ye‘ 
before 1952 and the market is not strong enough although tightened by accounting 
regulations aﬂer the great depression (Bordo & Haubrich, 2011)‘ As a result, it has 
changed the perception ofthc ponfolio theory especially the people who want to be 
richer to invest in the form of gambling just to Show off of their prowess (Camerer, 
2003). 
In early 1923, Benjamin Graham was the ﬁrst advocate of the investment 
paradigm that based on the idea of inves‘ment approach (Kahn & Milne, 1977). Then, 
the investment informaxion was analyzed depends on me proﬁle of investor by 
deﬁning the individual preferences in investment decisions. A good money manager 
will look into the company‘s fundamentals ﬁrst when making decisions, because 
knowing the company’s fundamentals is the main aspects to recognize either the 
company is good or not (Moon, Mentzcr, Smith & Garver, 1998). 
No one focused on the risk factor of investing until Markowitz (1952) 
introduced an approach of linear programming which is a ﬁeld that employs 
mathematical models m maximize output for a given level of cost or to minimize 
costs for a given level of output. The desired output from an investor‘s portfolio is a
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